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About This Content
The Settle-Carlisle Expansion Pack is a superb modern recreation of this famous and beautiful British route, complete with 5
locomotives and rolling stock.
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Nice casual route, stations are lovely, plenty of medium quality rolling stock and a basis for several DLC. The main trains (66,
158) are available in better quality elsewhere. Given the lower price point, it can be recommended. A few things to note. While it is gorgeous during Summer, scenery for the other seasons is greatly reduced. There are sections where all the scenery
there is are stone fence walls on basic ground. Flowers, tall grass, bushes, all gone. A few trees apart, 60% of the route is barren
like that. - Couplers get progressively worse over long runs, causing noticeable amounts of head bob. - Quick drive scenarios
using the LMS 4F fail to load.. Nice casual route, stations are lovely, plenty of medium quality rolling stock and a basis for
several DLC. The main trains (66, 158) are available in better quality elsewhere. Given the lower price point, it can be
recommended. A few things to note. - While it is gorgeous during Summer, scenery for the other seasons is greatly reduced.
There are sections where all the scenery there is are stone fence walls on basic ground. Flowers, tall grass, bushes, all gone. A
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few trees apart, 60% of the route is barren like that. - Couplers get progressively worse over long runs, causing noticeable
amounts of head bob. - Quick drive scenarios using the LMS 4F fail to load.
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